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Abstract
This document provides the concept and implementation of the wellbeing pilot as well as a
guidance to use its functionalities. Wellbeing applications all show a typical pattern where a
data owner, ageing person, an elderly with no critical health conditions, worker, athlete or any
other person that is interested in monitoring his wellbeing using activity or contextual sensors.
The sensor information is needed to allow a better treatment, monitoring, performance, safety,
coaching etc. than without sensors.
The wellbeing portal and the group monitoring solutions offers an interface to servers with raw
and processed data (portal and group monitoring solution). The simulation data generator
feeds modified activity of daily living data to the ActivAge server. The portal offers metadatabased search to detect available data and later to import this data as data consumer as well.
Future releases may also include microservices platforms that can provide pattern detection
for services and send microservices to data instead of data to microservices. The platform can
extract meta information from stored datasets and become a provider of data given that the
consumer accepts a limited data-lifetime (and thus updated informed consent).
Section 2 describes the scenarios starting with a background of the AHA & wellbeing pilot and
the usage of common services. Additionally, the architecture chosen for the wellbeing pilot is
described in more detail. The AHA & wellbeing pilot is a flexible platform that can be adapted
to different environments or scenarios. A series of proposed scenarios are defined but it is
planned to test the concept in one to two areas with one fallback solution: (1) the least critical
worker safety area, (2) the partially critical ageing monitoring area, and (3) the continuous
monitoring/coaching area which is more critical from a privacy point of view but is currently
receiving a larger focus and investment in IBM. So far, concepts were not tested in central
healthcare applications due to complexity and privacy reasons. However, security and privacy
criteria are met by not making personal data available via the i3-Market but by providing only
simulated data.
Section 3 describes the wellbeing demonstrator development starting with pilot specific
components i.e. those newly developed and those adapted from other implementations. The
wellbeing pilot is composed of two basic components:
1) a server that holds the scenario-specific data and
2) a platform that manages the interaction with the i3-MARKET backplane.
The wellbeing pilot can also interact with platforms that provide services to the different users
i.e. the ageing population, the trainers and couches, the relatives or inclusive the elderly with
no critical health conditions along with their care-givers and relatives. The ActivAge server is
cloud based and contains the necessary data for the Wellbeing service provisioning but also
the necessary functionalities to search for and ingest external data sources as well as to offer
datasets for sale. The core of the Wellbeing pilot interacts with the i3-MARKET backplane via
an SDK and can exchange data to other customers on the market via peer-to-peer data
exchanges. The functionality of the wellbeing pilot needs state-of-the-art tools for Backend
and Frontend which are described below. The backend was implemented using Strapi while
the frontend was built using React together with the Carbon design system.
Section 4 describes the Wellbeing Pilot usage explaining how the functions can be accessed
and used. Section 5 describes the approaches chosen for the deployment and Section 6
“Wellbeing Pilot Assessment, Evaluation, and Testing” describes how the wellbeing pilot could
help to improve the ActivAge ecosystem and how wellbeing pilots will have to be assessed,
evaluated, and tested.
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1 About This Document
This document describes the architecture and implementation of the wellbeing pilot. A large
part is devoted to the description of how the functions can be used in the context of the i3MARKET backplane supporting those functions. The wellbeing portal and the group
monitoring solutions offer an interface to servers with raw and processed data (portal and
group monitoring solution). The synthetic data generator feeds modified activity of daily living
data to a data server. The data server used is designed having into consideration the ActivAge
data which is available towards its use in i3-MARKETproject. The data portal offers metadatabased search to detect available data and later also to import this data as data consumer.
Future releases may also include microservices platforms that can provide pattern detection
for services and send microservices to data instead of data to microservices. The platform can
extract meta information from stored datasets and become a provider of data given that the
consumer accepts a limited data-lifetime (and thus updated informed consent).

1.1 Deliverable context
Project item

Objectives

Exploitable
results
Work plan
Milestones
Deliverables

Risks

Relationship

O.8: Deployment of industrial marketplaces in relevant domains to
demonstrate Interoperable and Integrative characteristics of the i3MARKET architecture and also trusted and secure deployment enabling
Intelligent Data Services
ER 2: Pilot application & services
WP5, Task 5.9
MS5 - Release-1 i3-MARKET use cases Deployed ready
The wellbeing pilot interacts with the backplane to deliver the functions that
are needed in the context of wellbeing applications. It allows a faster
development of such solutions based on datasets being acquired via i3MARKET.
R2 - Design constraints are not compatible with expected performances.
R5 - Development time takes longer than planned.
R6 - Integration of results from several partners is not successful.

1.2 The rationale behind the structure
The structure selected fort his document is related to the structure used for the other pilots.

1.3 Version-specific notes
This is the first version of this deliverable. Additions to this document will be provided as part
of later versions.
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2 Scenarios’ description
Wellbeing applications share a typical pattern where a data owner, ageing, worker, or athlete
is monitored using a multitude of biometric or contextual sensors. The sensor information is
needed to allow a better treatment, monitoring, performance, safety, coaching etc. than
without sensors. This service for the data owner is provided by a doctor, care-giver, captain,
supervisor, or coach who has access to privileged information. A typical monitoring scheme
may also include an assistant, relative, colleague etc. who is linked and only has access to
less privileged information but may receive warnings and alerts. The challenge for all wellbeing
applications is that they process personal information and need to respect data ownership and
ethics guidelines. The different application fields mentioned above are all affected but each to
a different degree. Performance information in athletes or readiness in firefighters, for example
is less critical than wellbeing information of ageing people. Ethics boundary conditions are
easily met by these applications since the sole focus is to improve quality of life and/or reduce
risk for the people that are monitored. For an ageing person it is of utmost importance for a
good quality of life to be able to live in the usual place of residence or used those environments
where daily live is more comfortable without causing too much problems and cost for
monitoring conditions and relatives is important. For a person at work it is essential to be
alerted when cognitive capability is reduced due to excessive short-term stress or to receive
immediate support when they have a physiological performance problem. An observation here
is that in extreme work situations people do not notice their obvious limitations which then
causes catastrophic outcomes with hundreds of fatalities annually. A wellbeing pilot
application thus can prevent some of these incidents. All privacy conditions and regulations
have been triggered to guarantee the use of the acquired data for the benefit of the person
providing the data which in extreme work conditions privacy aspects are well justified.
Like other IoT applications, building solutions from scratch is difficult, time consuming, and
expensive. In the past, applications could only be created by large data gathering companies
that attempted to lock everybody into their proprietary solutions. Now, with i3-MARKET and
the existing data marketplaces, IoT applications can be assembled in a faster way by
combining sensor solutions from diverse smaller companies via the data marketplace
functionality. While progress in eHealth solutions has been fairly slow in the past, AHA &
Wellbeing solutions have recently seen a big progress in particular triggered by the COVID19 pandemic. Today the ageing population and not only elderly are more conscious about
maintaining good quality of live and at the same time better conditions that increase their
wellbeing allowing also the use of technologies on spaces and also wearable devices. On the
other hand, while being beneficial for the majority of users against the dominating data
collecting companies, GDPR rules strongly hamper the fast research and development of
interactive use of data by SMEs via European data platforms. As a short-term solution to this
growing problem, the exchange of data in i3-MARKET will be limited to simulated data which
does not trigger the upfront blockage until all ethics and GDPR approvals are in place.
The Wellbeing use case helps to activate the global AHA & wellbeing market growth by
creating innovative solutions and technologies in a growing demanding market. These
solutions are expected to be tested by ageing people as well in workplace.
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Table 1: AHA & Wellbeing Pilot
PILOT 3: AHA & Wellbeing Pilot
Pilot name

AHA & Wellbeing Pilot

Pilot ID

P.3

Responsible

IBM

Target

The Active and Healthy Ageing (AHA) & wellbeing pilot handles data and
sensor information acquired on a person or contextual information around
a person with the purpose of delivering a service that improves the quality
of life of the data subject. Very diverse scenarios are possible (enabled by
wellbeing portals in the following) e.g. ageing, work-safety, wellbeing
monitoring and coaching, sports coach, future residence and
eCompanion. All these use cases operate with almost exactly the same
concept. The person is the data owner and provides the data which is
processed as part of a group monitoring solution, several persons with
similar boundary conditions can be handled within the same group
monitoring solution instance. Group monitoring solutions are also valid use
case dealing for example with the scenario of ambient assisted living
where ageing, care-giver, relatives are participants. Another group
monitoring scenarios are: work safety with worker, supervisor, and
colleagues are involved, for the scenario of wellbeing monitoring with a
person, trainer, relative, for sports coach with athlete, coach, and
teammate. The link users create a network between data owner,
relative(s), data-scientist, and IoT device manager. A group monitoring
solution administrator, data-scientist, IoT device manager, or care-giver
can oversee a multitude of ageing customers. An ageing person can have
a multitude of trainers, couchs and relatives. While the sensor information
differs among the group monitoring solutions, they all use exactly the same
base functionality and data-driven use cases.

Stakeholders

Provider side:
- Administrator of wellbeing pilot.
- Data-Scientist
- IoT Device Manager

Scenarios

Scenario 3.1: Ageing Activity of Daily Living
This pilot is described in full detail as part of the first release.

Consumer side:
- Ageing customers
- Monitors/Couchs
- Relatives

Scenario 3.2: Work Safety.
This wellbeing portal version will be described in a later release.
Scenario 3.3: Continuous Monitoring.
This wellbeing portal version will be described in a later release.
Scenario 3.4: Sport Coaching
This wellbeing portal version will be described in a later release.
Scenario 3.5: Future Home
This wellbeing portal version will be described in a later release.
Scenario 3.6: eCompanion
This wellbeing portal version will be described in a later release.
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2.1 Background for Wellbeing Pilot
The wellbeing pilot consists of the following components and stakeholders:
•

Wellbeing portals for Ageing, Work-safety, Monitoring, Coaching etc.

•

Different ageing data owners contained in different Group Monitoring Solutions

•

Different firefighters contained in different Group Monitoring Solutions (one per fire
truck)

•

Different data owners with chronic disease in different Group Monitoring solutions

The wellbeing portal and the group monitoring solutions offer an interface to servers with raw
and processed data (portal and group monitoring solution). The simulation data generator
feeds modified activity of daily living data to the ActivAge server. The portal offers metadatabased search to detect available data and later to import this data as data consumer as well.
Future releases may also include microservices platforms that can provide pattern detection
for services and send microservices to data instead of data to microservices. The platform can
extract meta information from stored datasets and become a provider of data, given that the
consumer accepts a limited data-lifetime (and thus updated informed consent).

2.2 Common Services with Specifications
Common services will be specified and used as part of subsequent releases.

2.3 Architecture and Infrastructure

Figure 1: Scheme Wellbeing Pilot
The first (1) release implements a rudimentary functionality based on the Ageing Wellbeing
portal. A small number of primary ageing data datasets are converted into simulated data and
are uploaded to a Cloudant database directly by the ActivAgeUpload / ActivAgeSimulate tools
or indirectly via Node Red functionality or via the Watson IoT platform.
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2.4 Use Case Scenarios
A series of proposed scenarios are defined but it is planned to test the concept in one to two
areas with one fallback solution:
1. the least critical worker safety area,
2. the partially critical ageing monitoring area, and
3. the continuous monitoring ageing area which is more critical from a privacy point of
view but is currently receiving a larger focus and investment in IBM.
So far, we have not tested our concepts in central healthcare applications due to complexity
and privacy reasons. However, we are meeting security and privacy criteria by not making
personal data available via the i3-MARKET but by providing initially only simulated data.

2.4.1 Ageing Activity of Daily Living Monitoring
The ageing population is growing more rapidly than other age groups, particularly in modern
societies where the wellbeing is priority now. This demands to have adequate personal
monitoring services. The current health-care infrastructure would need expansion to cope with
the increasing of continuous monitoring demand, but in the meantime this happens alternate
solutions using technologies that support ‘ageing in place’ for as long as possible, mitigate the
rising of monitoring costs are necessary. Systems are needed that objectively and
automatically report on wellbeing-status, informing trainers and relatives about habits, trends
and conditions. Geriatrics relies on questionnaires to diagnose physical and cognitive
conditions, carried out through home. This is labour intense, sparse, and inappropriate for the
growing ageing population and their need for long-term monitoring. Self-reported
questionnaires do not fully reflect the objective wellbeing condition of the individuals, often
missing early signs of behaviour change. During the COVID-19 global pandemic, shows how
important is to have technologies at home that offer objective and continued remote
monitoring, without interfering with privacy.
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) systems provide remote monitoring at home through a
connected network of ambient sensors. Wearables show better adherence for ageing people
however still exist a demand for low-maintenance requirements. Integrated platforms are
needed to minimize the required interaction efforts to improve user experience and adherence.
Binary passive environmental sensors are cost effective and efficient with respect to data
transfer, storage, and computational needs, do not require any user interaction and are the
least intrusive. Daily activity and wellbeing status information are extracted from raw sensor
signals, based on which personalized services can be provided. Additional personalized
devices or high-level sensors could be integrated, at the cost of user privacy and usage
complexity. Once deployed, our system adaptively learns user behaviour patterns in an
unsupervised manner, which does not rely on pre-defined knowledge, and does not require
data labelling.
Based on internationally-validated geriatric references, mobility, sleep, social-life and nutrition
intake are among the relevant daily activity categories. Sleep quantity and quality are a wellrecognized indicator of physical and mental wellness. We deploy a pressure-based bed sensor
to track personalized sleep activities. Loneliness and lack of social interaction is one of the
major affections to individuals wellbeing issues associated with ageing. Outdoor activity and
home visits can be used as reference of social activities and the capability of carrying out
necessary outdoor-based household maintenance activities, as well as the necessary homebased medical or house-care assistance. Behaviour patterns are extracted to provide a
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scalable generic solution for long-term practical usage to support independent living of senior
adults. The system reduces care provider workloads and medical emergencies by early
detection of disease worsening.

Table 2: Scenario Ageing Activity of Daily Living
SCENARIO 3.1: Ageing Activity of Daily Living
Scenario name

Ageing ambient assisted living

Scenario ID

3.1

Pilot

AHA & Wellbeing Pilot

Responsible

IBM

Short description

The activity of daily living (ADL) of Ageing living independently at
home is monitored using a multitude of home-mounted or even
wearable sensors. The sensor information is combined and linked to
questionnaires to create a single ADL value which allows to assess
the overall quality of life of the ageing. Out of ADL values, different
behaviour classes as well as behaviour trends are detected and used
to improve the quality of living of the ageing as well as tigger alerts
for care-givers, and relatives.

Goal

The wellbeing pilot detects ADL patterns and their associated classes
as well as normal and abnormal behaviour which is later used to
trigger alerts. The combination of sensor information with
questionnaires allows earlier detection of subtle trends but also
sudden changes. The overall goal of the ambient assisted living
scheme is to reduce the cost of ageing monitoring and improve their
quality of life.

Constraints

The success of ambient assisted living support depends on the
quality of the sensor signals including the questionnaires. Alerting on
sudden changes is not used initially since with most algorithms too
many false alerts are generated that might lead to alert fatigue and
rejection of the service.

Actors

Ageing customers, care-givers, relatives, administrator, datascientist, and IoT device manager.
1. Acquisition of sensor information
2. Integration of external sensor information
(via i3-MARKET backplane)
3. Sensor fusion

Main flow

4. Detection of ADL patterns
5. Classification of ADL patterns
6. Detection of subtle trends
7. Alert generation

Alternative flow

N/A
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- Privacy: Maintaining data privacy and ethics rules
Non-functional
requirements

- Availability: The ADL monitoring shall be available in 99% of the
time
- Usability: Simple to operate even for an ageing population not
needing special trainings
- Create wellbeing portal
- Create group monitoring solution
- Submit search request

Use cases

- Semantically describe data
- Create semantic template
- Generate data and transfer to database

Dependency with
other scenarios

Work Safety, chronic disease monitoring and coaching

2.4.1.1 Create Wellbeing Portal
A first setup that uses a fixed semantic template and is limited to ageing monitoring, has been
defined. This setup can provide metadata and accept data from an external provider. It can
access stored data via Cloudant and IBM Cloud functions.

Table 3: Use Case Create Wellbeing Portal
USE CASE - Create wellbeing portal
Use Case name

i. Create wellbeing portal

Use Case ID

3.1.1

Version

1.0

Pilot

AHA & Wellbeing

Responsible

IBM

Short description

Create an AHA & wellbeing portal that can trigger group monitoring
solution for applications in ageing care, worker safety, individual
coaching, future home, coaching of athletes/team, and interaction
with general users in the form of an eCompanion with an
administrative account that allows to accept the creation of data
owner / client accounts. It also allows the account removal of data
owners who left the program.
Link data consumers with data sources depending on the selection
of user scenario:
1. Ageing

Goal

2. Work Safety
3. Continuous Monitoring and Coaching
4. Sport Coaching
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5. Future Home
6. eCompanion
Create functionality scope that is optimized for the scenario using
identical use cases with different templates for selection of
stakeholders, user interfaces, user interaction, and functionality.
Constraints

This function will be very flexible in future releases. The first release
only manually defines a fixed scope and a template for ageing
population on ambient assisted living (AAL).

Actors

Data owner (ageing person), care-giver, relative, wellbeing portal
administrator, data-scientist, IoT device manager.

Main flow

Load general and semantic template to define the stakeholder, and
fields for sensor and metadata definitions as well as derived data that
is created from the sensor information (ADL) parameters. Define
questionnaires.

Alternative flow

N/A

Non-functional
requirements

N/A

Acceptance criteria

Capability to load templates and define the scope of group monitoring
solution.

Sub use cases

Create Group Monitoring Solution

2.4.1.2 Create Group Monitoring Solution
This functionality allows to define a data-owner, a care-giver, a relative, a data-scientist, an
IoT device manager and an administrator to access the data on the local repositories and to
trigger actions toward the i3-MARKET backplane.

Table 4: Wellbeing Group Monitoring Solution
USE CASE - Create group monitoring solution
Use Case name

Create group monitoring solution

Use Case ID

3.1.2

Version

1.0

Pilot

AHA & Wellbeing

Responsible

IBM

Short description

Create group monitoring solution opens the particular resources for
an application in one of possible fields (V1 to V6) with an
administrative account that allows to accept creation of data owner /
client accounts. It also allows the account removal of data owners
who left the program.
This function defines the scope of data which can also vary between
different versions of ambient assisted living implementations.
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Goal

In release one just one functionality will be implemented using hard
coded templates, stakeholders, user interfaces, user interaction, and
functionality.

Constraints

N/A

Actors

Data owner (ageing), care-giver, relative, group monitoring solution
administrator, data-scientist, IoT device manager.

Main flow

Load general and semantic template to define the stakeholder, and
fields for sensor and metadata definitions as well as derived data that
is created from the sensor information (ADL) parameters. Define
questionnaires.

Alternative flow

N/A

Non-functional
requirements

Reliability, Usability, Flexibility

Acceptance criteria

Stakeholder accounts can be defined and the scope of functionality
and user interaction matches to the use-case (which is ambient
assisted living with a small number of sensors for sleep, toilet,
presence, social activity, rest etc). Additional sensors can be defined
and imported via the i3-MARKET backplane.

Sub use cases

Create User Accounts, Create Technical Accounts, Delete User
Accounts, Link Stakeholders, Search and Ingest Data, Ingest Data

2.4.1.3 Submit Search Request
This functionality allows to trigger a search via the i3-MARKET backplane.

Table 5: Wellbeing Submit Search Request
USE CASE - Submit Search Request
Use Case name

Submit Search Request

Use Case ID

3.1.3

Version

1.0

Pilot

AHA & Wellbeing

Responsible

IBM

Short description

Define metadata records to be submitted as search request towards
the i3-MARKET backplane and handle returned information. The
function display search results will be taken from the pilot framework.

Goal

Be able to trigger search requests for additional data via the i3MARKET backplane.

Constraints

Handles requests typically for ambient assisted living.

Actors

Group Monitoring Solution Administrator, Data-scientist

Main flow

1. Read metadata information
2. Create data-structure for transmission
3. Submit Search Request
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4. Receive Search Result
Alternative flow

N/A

Non-functional
requirements

Error-free operation
A search request is posted describing the need for data with the
following metadata:
- Purpose of this data
- Location where data was acquired (postal code)

Acceptance criteria

- Sensor category: Home, Person, City, Weather
- Sensor subcategory: ADL, power, activity, traffic, etc.
- Sensor type, Sensor detection frequency, etc.
- Time frame, historic or streaming
A semantic description is available describing the specific domain.

Sub use cases

Get description

2.4.1.4 Semantically Describe Data
This functionality allows to extract semantic information from datasets that are either stored
in the local database or received from a remote source. It analyses the meta information
within a limited set of data structures and provides the semantic information to a metadata
structure that can be saved or used in conjunction with the function submit search request.

Table 6: Semantically Describe Data
USE CASE - Semantically Describe Data
Use Case name

Semantically Describe Data

Use Case ID

3.1.4

Version

1.0

Pilot

AHA & Wellbeing

Responsible

IBM

Short description

This functionality allows to extract semantic information from datasets
that are either stored in the local database or received from a remote
source. It analyses the meta information within a limited set of data
structures and provides the semantic information to a metadata
structure that can be saved or used in conjunction with the function
submit search request.

Goal

Extraction of meta information from a variety of source datafiles.

Constraints

Interprets datatypes used in ambient assisted living in release 1 more
datatypes follow later.

Actors

1. Group Monitoring Solution Administrator, Data-scientist,

Main flow

2. Read data
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3. Extract Semantic information
4. Provide meta date record with the semantic information
Alternative flow

N/A

Non-functional
requirements

Error-free operation on a limited set of data structures used in
ambient assisted living context.

Acceptance criteria

Extraction of semantic information from a limited number of datasets.

Sub use cases

Get description, Submit Search Request

2.4.1.5 Create Semantic Template
Semantic templates are needed to adapt the general wellbeing portal functions to the different
user scenarios which are then paired with modified group monitoring solutions. For the first
release, a template for ageing ambient assisted living will be created.

Table 7: Wellbeing Create Semantic Template
USE CASE - Create Semantic Template
Use Case name

Create Semantic Template

Use Case ID

3.1.5

Version

1.0

Pilot

AHA & Wellbeing

Responsible

IBM

Short description

Definitions and template information to adapt the general wellbeing
portal functionality to different group monitoring solutions.

Goal

Create functionality that optimally suits a particular user scenario which
is ambient assisted living for release 1.

Constraints

The level of flexibility is initially very low and will be increased in later
releases.

Actors

Data owner (ageing), care-giver, relative, wellbeing portal
administrator, group monitoring solution administrator, data-scientist,
IoT device manager.

Main flow

A command line interface is provided to create semantic templates.
This will be replaced with versions with improved user interaction in
later phases. Semantic templates will be stored as json files.

Alternative flow

N/A

Non-functional
requirements

Flexibility

Acceptance criteria

Structure of stored template is error-free and can be loaded by the
create group monitoring solution use case.

Sub use cases

N/A
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2.4.1.6 Generate Data
This function generates simulated data with different selectable conditions:
1. ab-initio using pre-given periodicities, noise, and statistical events and
2. based on existing datasets by extracting periodicities, noise, and trends (SARIMA) or
by training neural network models with different complexities.
The simulated data has the identical sensor types, sampling frequency as well as other
required boundary conditions for testing personal data. A particular function is the statistical
injection of events partially hidden by noise to test classification and alert functionality.

Table 8: Wellbeing Generate Simulated Data
USE CASE - Generate Simulated Data
Use Case name

Generate Simulated Data

Use Case ID

3.1.6

Version

1.0

Pilot

AHA & Wellbeing

Responsible

IBM

Short description

This function accesses datasets that are subject to privacy constraints
and creates a related simulated dataset. The use case can generate
this type of data with different accuracy and complexity to fulfil
appropriate testing requirements.

Goal

Make diverse data available for functionality testing with other pilots
via the i3-MARKET backplane.

Constraints

Simulated data are not fully accurate but can be adapted depending
on the goal of the overall testing.

Actors

Data owner (ageing), care-giver, relative,
administrator, data-scientist, IoT device manager.

Main flow

Read privacy constrained dataset, generated related simulated
dataset with appropriate metadata description which includes user
consent and extended data-lifetime.

Alternative flow

N/A

Non-functional
requirements

Sufficient injection of noise and deviation to render reconstruction of
personal information impossible.

Acceptance criteria

Simulated dataset with smaller statistical deviation than required
threshold which varies from 50% to 5%. Regular verification
impossibility to re-identify datasources.

Sub use cases

Get data, get_limited_data, get filtered_data

wellbeing

portal
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2.4.2 Work Safety Monitoring
This scenario or epic details and its plans for implementations/demonstration will be provided
as another Wellbeing portal in a subsequent version of the document.

2.4.3 Ageing Continuous Monitoring
This scenario or epic details and its plans for implementations/demonstration will be provided
as another Wellbeing portal in a subsequent version of the document.

2.4.4 Sport Coaching
This scenario or epic details and its plans for implementations/demonstration will be provided
as another Wellbeing portal in a subsequent version of the document.

2.4.5 Future Home
This scenario or epic details and its plans for implementations/demonstration will be provided
as another Wellbeing portal in a subsequent version of the document.

2.4.6 eCompanion
This scenario or epic details and its plans for implementations/demonstration will be provided
as another Wellbeing portal in a subsequent version of the document.
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3 Demonstrator Development
3.1 Wellbeing specific components
The following components are needed for a functional pilot. The Data server (or provider)
which is for the first demonstration the ActivAge server that contains simulated data created
with an initially simple periodic generation tool that uses daily and weekly periodicities as well
as stochastic events and typical variability / noise found, while monitoring real ageing
customers.

Figure 2: Wellbeing Pilot Architecture Overview
The ActivAge server is cloud based and contains the necessary data for the Wellbeing service
provisioning (Figure 2, right side) but also the necessary functionality to search for and ingest
external data sources as well as to offer datasets for sale. The core of the Wellbeing pilot
interacts with the i3-MARKET backplane via an SDK and can exchange data with other
customers on the market via peer-to-peer data exchanges. The functionality of the wellbeing
pilot needs state-of-the-art tools for Backend and Frontend which are described below.

3.1.1 Wellbeing Backend Implementation Tools
As part of our effort we have evaluated a wide range of tools both for backend and frontend
but during a pre-selection we reduced this effort to two backend choices: Loopback and Strapi
and to the most powerful frontend tool for our case: React. In order to simplify the
implementation, we evaluated several libraries and after a pre-evaluation, we focussed on the
Carbon Design System.
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3.1.1.1 Backend Choices
LoopBack is a highly-extensible, open-source Node.js framework that enables dynamic endto-end REST APIs with little or no coding. It connects to multiple data sources, supports
business logic in Node.js, glues on top of your existing services and data, connect using JS,
iOS & Android SDKs. It is an influential and well-known Node JS REST API Framework and
ranks amongst the most popular ones because it has an untroublesome CLI and a zestful API
website browser. It will permit developers to construct their models with the following features:
• Generate SDKs as well as API documents using this framework.
• Connect to any database such as SQL, Oracle, MongoDB, etc.
• Support numerous databases is its most outstanding feature.
Advantages:
• Full-stack
• Quick development
• Structured and modular code
• Models and features built-in
• nodejs-cta-third
Disadvantages:
• Monolithic and opinionated architecture
• The learning curve is steep
Strapi is an open source Node.js Headless CMS to easily build customisable APIs. It allows
content management and distribution anywhere. It allows to securely and privately serve one’s
database of choice from their hosting and server of choice. The admin panel and the API can
easily be customized. The focus of this framework is to provide systematic, well planned, and
fast applications and websites with the following features:
• Extensible control panel that provides a casual yet strong content management
• Inbuilt authentication, authorization management, and API generators
• It is heavily customizable and will enable developers to make their plugins
• Supports microservice, thus offering infinite possibilities to stitch the applications
Advantages:
• Customizable
• Self-hosted
• Keeps control of the data
• Easy setup
• Large community
Disadvantages:
• Internationalization features missing (now released, April 23, 2021)
• CLI not working
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3.1.1.2 Strapi Backend

Figure 3: Comparison Headless CMS and classical CMS

Figure 4: Adoption rate Loopback and Strapi
Future proof applications separate presentation layer from data and logic layers. By adopting
a headless CMS approach, any future tech that makes sense can be adopted. Today, content
management includes native phone apps and other IoT device channels. The ability to
manage content for multiple channels is a fundamental reason to implement a headless CMS
solution. Every year brands raise the bar for improved user experiences. A headless CMS can
assist developers struggling with web accessibility, to be compliant and offer a similar level of
experience to all users. Instead of having content scattered on many different platforms and
having to use tens of solutions just to get one’s content published, all of it can be managed
from a single location. Headless CMSs helps achieve that by making the content available in
a universal format and centralizing content management. That way, one manages their
content from a single, agnostic and neutral place.
A headless CMS enables prototyping, testing and deploying applications efficiently thus
saving time and allowing faster iterations due to singular focus on the front-end user
experience and accomplishment of business objectives. Risky channel tests become benign
and companies are able to move fast to take advantage of new opportunities. Microservices
can quickly stitch together applications using many APIs. Microservice adoption using a
headless CMS makes building complete applications easier.
Security is the top priority as far as CMS is concerned. Some of the most used traditional
CMS in the world have been known for having terrible security breaches. When using a
headless CMS, content management admin is not needed on top of the website. All
components can be configured when building the website. By doing that, a database is not
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needed, and that means that there is no data storage point to be attacked. On top of that,
sensitive content can be secured by using authentication services and secure protocols. It
gives an extra layer of security and protection against the millions of anonymous attacks
happening each month.
Headless CMS allows refreshing a section or part of the entire application without a complete
rebuild. With a technology-agnostic headless CMS, any front-end framework can be used.
This allows the developers to use whatever technology they are already familiar with. Content
creators can create their content in parallel with the developer team resulting in greater
efficiency and project management. Developers can innovate on the front-end without any
disruption to the efforts of those who must create content for any channel. This separation and
parallel workflow speed up the time-to-market. By adopting a headless CMS, the tech stack
becomes future-proof by making it API first and so component/module-based which allows a
seamless transition to better tech for each part into the future.
Content is gold that needs proper investment. A lightweight headless CMS allows unlimited
content publication and quick scaling across many channels. On top of that, by keeping the
back-end and front-end separated, the content can be upgraded, customized or redesigned
without downtime for maintenance and all without compromising performance. Strapi.io is the
most advanced Node.JS based open-source headless CMS.Within minutes, one can create
their first content type and immediately make it available through a lightweight API.
The original purpose of the project was to help Bootstrap your API: that's how Strapi was
created. Now, Strapi is an open-source headless CMS that gives developers the freedom to
choose their favourite tools and frameworks and allows editors to manage and distribute their
content using their application's admin panel. Based on a plugin system, Strapi is a flexible
CMS whose admin panel and API are extensible - and which every part is customizable to
match any use case. Strapi also has a built-in user system to manage in detail what the
administrators and end-users have access to.

3.1.1.3 Strapi Organization
The Content Manager is a core plugin of Strapi. It is a feature that is always activated by
default and cannot be deleted. It is accessible both when the application is in a development
and production environment.
The Content Manager is divided into 2 categories, both displayed in the main navigation:
Collection types and Single types. Each category contains the available collection and single
content-types, which were created beforehand using the Content-Types Builder. From these
2 categories, administrators can create, manage, and publish content.
The Content-Types Builder is a core plugin of Strapi. It is a feature that is always activated by
default and cannot be deleted. The Content-Types Builder is however only accessible when
the application is in a development environment. Administrators can access the ContentTypes Builder from Plugins > Content-Types Builder in the main navigation of the admin panel.
The field “Component” is responsible for adding some reusable components to your content
types. And what is a “component” itself? It’s a reusable data structure which can be used in
different content types. For example, one can create a component which stores more complex,
reusable types. So, one component can store information about meta tags in a blog post and
about the average time which a reader needs to read a certain blog post. If a new content type
is added in the future (for example “recipes” for your cooking blog), this component can be
used to make sure that all the recipes will also have information about meta tags and average
reading time. In the example, a component for meta tags was created and added to a content
type of a blog post.
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Components are created from the same-named category of the Content-Types Builder.
To create a new content-type:
1. Choose whether you want to create a collection type or a single type.
2. Click on the Create a new collection/single type button in the category of the contenttype you want to create.
3. In the content-type creation window, write the name of the new content-type in the
Display name textbox. When creating a collection type, opt for a singular name, as
collection type names are automatically pluralised when displayed in the Content
Manager.
4. (optional) In the Advanced Settings tab, configure the available settings for the new
content-type:
5. Click on the Continue button.
6. Add and configure chosen fields for your content-type (see Configuring fields for
content-types).
7. Click on the Save button.
To create a new component:
1. Click on the Create a new component button.
2. In the component creation window, configure the base settings of the new component:
o Write the name of the component in the Name textbox.
o Select an available category, or enter in the textbox a new category name to
create one.
o Choose an icon to represent the new component.
3. Click on the Continue button.
4. Add and configure chosen fields for your component (see Configuring fields for
content-types).
5. Click on the Save button.
Single Types facilitates content management. They are handy to manage content like a
homepage, an About us page, or any other type of content that is not part of a collection. It is
also helpful for managing global settings, like SEO settings. The Single types category of the
Content Manager displays the list of available single types, which are directly accessible from
the main navigation of the admin panel.
Unlike collection types which have multiple entries, single types are not created for multiple
uses. In other words, there can only be one default entry per available single type. There is
therefore no list view in the Single type category. Clicking on a single type will directly redirect
you to the edit view, where you will be able to write the content of your single type (see Writing
content).
The Collection types category of the Content Manager displays the list of available collection
types which are directly accessible from the main navigation of the admin panel. For each
available collection type multiple entries can be created which is why each collection type is
divided into 2 interfaces: the list view and the edit view (see Writing content). The list view of
a collection type displays all entries created for that collection type.
Some features of the admin panel, as well as the content managed with Strapi itself, are ruled
by a system of permissions. These permissions can be assigned to roles, which are
associated with the users who have access to the admin panel, the administrators. But it is
also possible to grant permissions more publicly, to give access to content to the end-users of
the Strapi application.
Depending on what users and their roles and permissions need to be managed, one should
either use the Role Based Access Control (RBAC) feature, or the Users & Permissions plugin.
Both are accessible from General > Settings in the main navigation of the admin panel.
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3.1.2 Wellbeing Frontend Implementation Tools
3.1.2.1 React Frontend
ReactJS is a new technology for web and mobile development that combines the speed of
JavaScript and uses a new way of rendering webpages, making them highly dynamic and
responsive. The library became popular due to its revolutionary approach to programming
user interfaces setting the long-going competition between React and Angular, another
popular web development tool. Two years later, the same group of engineers released React
Native, a hybrid mobile-app development framework for iOS and Android. The tool was based
on the same principles and shortly was accepted by the community that adhere to the mobilefirst strategy. The Pros of ReactJS are:
•

Virtual DOM in React makes the user experience better and developer’s work faster

•

DOM (document object model) is a logical structure of documents in HTML, XHTML,
or XML formats - a viewing agreement on data inputs and outputs, which has a tree
form. Web browsers are using layout engines to transform or parse the representation
HTML-syntax into a document object model.

Figure 5: HTML DOM tree of objects
The main concern about traditional DOM construct is the way it processes changes, i.e., user
inputs, queries, and so on. A server constantly checks the difference caused by these changes
to give the necessary response. To respond properly, it also needs to update the DOM trees
of the whole document, which is not ergonomically valid because DOM trees are fairly large
today, containing thousands of elements. React increases the speed of updates by using
virtual DOM. It updates even minimalistic changes applied by the user but doesn’t affect other
parts of the interface. That feature is also possible thanks to React components isolation.

Figure 6: Real and Virtual DOMs
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This allows the building of a highly dynamic UI. Moreover, in React, developers don’t have to
bind DOM to any functionality in the front-end because React elements are already connected
to it. The approach enabled developers to work with and program UI-objects faster and use
hot reloading. Another advantage is the ability to reuse code components of a different level
anytime, another meaningful time-saving effect. Managing updates is easy because all React
components are isolated and change in one doesn’t affect others. React allows direct work
with components and uses downward data binding to ensure that changes in child structures
don’t affect their parents. That makes code stable. Instead of using explicit data binding,
ReactJS uses one direction – downward – data flow.
React was one of the first JavaScript-connected projects released as open-source. Providing
all advantages of free access – a lot of useful applications and additional tools from 1400 offcompany developers. Redux simplifies storing and managing component states in large
applications with many dynamic elements where it becomes increasingly difficult. Redux
stores application state in a single object and allows every component to access application
state without dealing with child components or using call-backs. Redux provides a centralized
data store object to allow these components to directly access it.
Additionally, as states become more manageable, the application is easier to test and log data
changes. Also, the tool enables hot reloading that we mentioned above and many other useful
actions. The greatest Hooks’ asset is that it allows sharing state logic between components
without rearchitecting the whole code block. Along with that, Hooks permits the reuse of logic
between components without changing its structure. It also enables separating a specific
single component into several smaller functions, based on the roles these pieces refer to,
instead of breaking them according to their lifecycle methods. What is equally important for
developers is that Hooks saves them from writing classes for each component and digging
deeply into the JavaScript theory, while still allowing the use of all React perks.
Both React and Redux come with a decent set of related tools that make a developer’s life
easier. For instance, React Developer Tools extension for Chrome and Firefox allow
examining component hierarchies in the virtual DOM and editing states and properties.
Several disadvantages of React are the following:
•

The environment constantly changes, and developers must regularly re-learn
new ways of doing things. But meanwhile the core API has become more stable.
Alterations now mostly relate to library updates and adding new improvement
features.

•

React technologies are updating and accelerating so fast that there is no time to
write proper instruction. To solve this, developers write their own documentation
for specific tools used by them in current projects.

•

ReactJS uses JSX and developers and designers complain about JSX’s
complexity and consequent hard learning curve.

•

Google and other search engines cannot index or poorly index dynamic web
pages with client-side rendering. SEO specialists recommend running React
apps through one of the Google Search Console tools to better learn how the
crawlers experience them.
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3.1.2.2 React Carbon Design Frontend
React Carbon Design frontend: Carbon is IBM’s open source design system for products
and digital experiences. With the IBM Design Language as its foundation, the system consists
of working code, design tools and resources, human interface guidelines, and a vibrant
community of contributors.
As IBM’s official design system, Carbon serves a wide range of designers and developers
building digital products and experiences. Carbon is funded and built by IBM. The goals
include improving UI consistency and quality, making the design and development process
more efficient and focused, establishing a shared vocabulary between designer and
developer, and providing clear, discoverable guidance around design and development best
practices. The design system is built using React first and supports core parts of the system
in vanilla JS, Angular, Vue, and Svelte.

Figure 7: Carbon Design System
Carbon is open. The design system is a distributed effort, guided by the principles of the open
source movement. Carbon’s users are also its makers, and everyone is encouraged to
contribute.
Carbon is inclusive. It is designed and built to be accessible to all, regardless of ability or
situation.
Carbon is modular and flexible. The system’s modularity ensures maximum flexibility in
execution. Its components are designed to work seamlessly with each other, in whichever
combination suits the needs of the user.
Carbon puts the user first. Using rigorous research into users’ needs and desires, Carbon is
laser-focused on real people.
Carbon builds consistency. Based on the IBM Design Language, every element and
component of Carbon was designed from the ground up to work elegantly together to ensure
consistent, cohesive user experiences. The Carbon Design System is built for everybody and
if you use or contribute to Carbon, you are part of this community, and we expect you to adhere
to our community standards.
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Each component has been designed and coded to solve a specific UI problem, such as
presenting a list of options, enabling submission of a form, providing feedback to the user, and
so on. All of the components in Carbon have been designed to work harmoniously together,
as parts of a greater whole. Additional components, maintained by members of the Carbon
community, are available in Community assets. Figure 8 provides a visual guide on the
available carbon components. These components are developed and maintained by members
of the IBM Carbon community. They may change over time, and they may be incomplete or
experimental. For support, please contact the contributors listed on each page.

Figure 8: Carbon Design System Components
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Figure 9: Carbon Design System Charts
The Carbon Charts library provides a collection of reusable charting components to build websites and user interfaces. Adopting the library enables developers to use consistent markup,
styles, and behaviour in prototype and production work.

3.1.3 Wellbeing System Adaptations: ActivAge Server
3.1.3.1 ActivAge Server
The simulated as well as the potentially real data in the future, is fed into the database by a
generation and loading tool programmed in python.
Two different types of data have been stored: Raw event-based sensor data from binary
sensors and processed data which is hourly probabilities for Bed, Toilet, Presence, Door and
Chair in minutes per hour. Data has been created for 20 users and can be accessed with the
following functions:

Figure 10: ActivAge Server Cloudant Databases
The following functions are available in the IBM cloud server ActivAgeServer.eu-de
returnMetadata0, returnMetadata, getSensorData, and getProcessedData.
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The following parts describe the ActivAge Server App details:
********************************************************************(******************************************
******** ActivAge Server App Reading Cloudant Data and transfer to i3Market **********************
***************************************************************************************************************
This code uses Cloudant database to read all ActivAge user and sensor information from September
2018 onwards.
Copyright 2019 Bruno Michel <bmi@zurich.ibm.com>
@author Bruno Michel
After startup it enters into a FLASK - REST waiting loop waiting for commands from the Wellbeing
Pilot.
Current layout:
5 sensors
N users (max 40)
Flask REST API that receives trigger and provides data to i3Market Customer
For cloud deployment, the following additional files are needed in the directory:
manifest.yml, requirements.txt, Procfile
The manifest file:
Defines the name of the app that will be used for the API endpoint and some resource definitions
applications:
- name: ActivAgeServer
memory: 3G
The Procfile:
Tells the cloud which file it should actually run once the environment is all setup
web: python ActivAgeServer.py
The requirements file:
Tells the IBM cloud which version of the packages that we import we would like it to install
Flask==0.12.2
cloudant==2.4.0
requests==2.13.0
numpy>=1.15.1
parse==1.12.0
pandas>=0.23.3
joblib>=0.13.2
statsmodels>=0.10.1
sklearn>=0.0
Check that Python > 3.8.1
pip install cloudant
query usage: https://python-cloudant.readthedocs.io/en/stable/query.html
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/returnMetadata0
{ "WellbeingPortal": "*", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "*” }
{ "Description": "The following Wellbeing Portals are available", "Portals": [ "ActivAge", "CAir",
"DeStress” ] }
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{ "WellbeingPortal": ”ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "*” }
{ "Description": "The following Group Monitoring Solutions are available", "Portals": [ "Parma", "Lyon",
"Madrid” ] }
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma” }
{ "Description": "This dataset contains …..", "Location": "Parma", "Country": "Italy", "Time Zone":
"UTC+1",
"Expiration": "in 3 days", "Number of persons": "20", "Number of sensors": "5",
"Sensor locations": [ "Bed", "Toilet", "Presence", "Door", "Chair" ] }
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/returnMetadata
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp":
"1535759800", "End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/getSensorData
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp":
"1535759800", "End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/getProcessedData
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp":
"1535759800", "End_timestamp": "1535961800” }

3.1.3.2 ActivAge Testing Facility

Figure 11: ActivAge Server Automated Testing Result
The ActivAgeServer API calls are not directly accessed from the i3-MARKET clients but
indirectly via API calls and functions provided by the Wellbeing pilot. The Wellbeing pilot is
composed of the following layers:
•

ActivAgeServer

•

Backend implemented in Strapi

•

Frontend implemented in React using Carbon Design System.
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3.1.4 New developments: Backend
3.1.4.1 Strapi Wellbeing Pilot Backend
Strapi was chosen as the wellbeing pilot backend because it is currently the most popular
headless CMS system and because of our expertise coming from another IoT system that has
been designed before using this platform.
Different collection types can be defined using the Content-Types Builder. For the wellbeing
pilot, a first group of collection types is: Customers, Data Providers, and Users.
Strapi manages the authentication, the data providers, the customers, and the users. Data
Providers are equivalent to the Wellbeing Portal.

Figure 12: Wellbeing Pilot Data Providers (Wellbeing Portals)
i3-MARKET users that are either buying Wellbeing offers or providing data to the Wellbeing
pilot are defined as customers.

Figure 13: Wellbeing Pilot Customer Management UI
Different user categories can be managed with the following User collection type.
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Figure 14: Wellbeing Pilot User Management
To manage these or other collection types, Strapi provides a way to define and edit fields.

Figure 15: Wellbeing Pilot Strapi Search Field Definition Interface
An important aspect is to manage relations among users, customers, providers, offers, and
searches, as well as the management of permissions.
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Figure 16: Wellbeing Pilot Strapi Permission Management UI
A second set of functionality manages Wellbeing portal driven searches and offers. Searches
need to define a few fields that are not completely defined for this release. Examples given in
the figure below are: Max Price, Lifetime, and Title.

Figure 17: Wellbeing Pilot Searches Listing
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In a similar fashion, a user interface and functionality has been defined to allow the pilot to
trigger searches via the i3-MARKET backplane.

Figure 18: Wellbeing Pilot Offer Listing
Endpoints are defined as follows:

Figure 19: Wellbeing Pilot Endpoints definition
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3.1.5 New developments: Frontend
After having implemented the backend, we tackled the frontend using React, and Carbon
design. The underlying idea was to allow a rapid prototyping of a first release to acquire
experience of the interaction between the pilot and the i3-MARKET backplane which can be
used to improve the functionality of the pilot framework.

3.1.5.1 Wellbeing Pilot Frontend: Register User
To use the wellbeing pilot, users need to register themselves with the register functionality.
For the registration, a valid firstname, lastname, e-mail and userId has to be entered. This will
then be transmitted to the Strapi backend. If the selector includes registration with i3-MARKET
backplane is activated then a registration process with i3-MARKET will be triggered.
Admin users can only be defined via the strapi console.

Figure 20: Wellbeing Pilot Registration

3.1.5.2 Wellbeing Pilot Frontend: Login
As usual, the first functionality needed is a login function. We are still missing a frontend driven
user registration. This function is currently covered with the Strapi backend.

Figure 21: Wellbeing Pilot Login Page
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The API endpoints are defined in Strapi which also provides user management with different layers of users as
required by privacy constraints around wellbeing data. The following categories are implemented:
http://localhost:1337/searches/
http://localhost:1337/offers/
http://localhost:1337/customers/
http://localhost:1337/users/
Get Metadata
URL: http://localhost:1337/data-providers/active-age/metadata
{}
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp": "1535759800",
"End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
http://localhost:1337/data-providers/active-age/sensor-data
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp": "1535759800",
"End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
http://localhost:1337/data-providers/active-age/processed-sensor-data
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp": "1535759800",
"End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
The React frontend defines the UI for login, wellbeing portal, group monitoring solution, offer creation, search
creation and search monitoring. There are functions

3.1.5.3 Wellbeing Pilot UI design

Figure 22: Provider Database Listing Design (Backend)
Workflow:
1. Look at available databases
2. Button View Metadata
3. Button View Raw Data
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4. Button View Processed Data
5. Button for Create Offers
6. Overview of available databases and indications which are private, and which are
offered for sale
7. Screen to enter parameters to trigger a search on i3-MARKET backplane
8. After pressing search, the “My Search Results” screen will open

Figure 23: Offer Frontend Design
Workflow:
1. Select among options (Portal, Group Monitoring Sol.) implemented: ActivAge and
Parma
2. Read respective metadata and display in text field
3. Input fields for price and other contract conditions like lifetime of data etc.
4. Check for valid inputs
5. Send button (sends API Post to i3-MARKET backplane)
6. Store offer with conditions in database
Later
May also need function remove offer (in other view).
Screen to look at metadata information stored in database, potentially edit it and create an
offer with price tag and potentially other labels
i.e. limited lifetime
The following Figure 24, Figure 25 and Figure 26 provide an overview of available databases
and indications which are private, and which are offered for sale, each screen shows how to
enter parameters to trigger a search on i3-MARKET backplane and after pressing search, the
“My Search Results” screen will open.
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Figure 24: Wellbeing Pilot Offer Listing (Backend)

Figure 25: Wellbeing Pilot Search UI Design

Figure 26: Wellbeing Pilot Search Result Display Design
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3.1.5.4 Pilot Function: Wellbeing Portal
The architecture of the wellbeing pilot starts with a collection of portals. In each portal different
group monitoring solutions can provide data.

Figure 27: Wellbeing Portal Implementation

3.1.5.5 Pilot Function: Group Monitoring Solution
The Figure 28 shows the endpoints for a given group monitoring solution.

Figure 28: Group Monitoring Solution Implementation
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3.1.5.6 Pilot Function: Metadata
Figure 29 shows an overview on the metadata that is used to identify data and is also needed
to define searches.

Figure 29: Wellbeing Pilot Show Metadata

3.1.5.7 Pilot Function: Search
Figure 30 shows how searches and defined and triggered in the wellbeing pilot

Figure 30: Wellbeing Pilot Search Implementation
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The following code section defines the initial parameters to run the search interface and to
later trigger searches in the i3-MARKET backplane.
postSearch(provider, price, dataLifetime, title) {
var myHeaders = new Headers();
myHeaders.append("Content-Type", "application/json");
myHeaders.append("Authorization", "Bearer …");
var raw = JSON.stringify({
"maxPrice": price,
"lifeTime": dataLifetime,
"timeFrom": new Date(),
"timeTo": new Date(),
"searchType": 1,
"searchTitle": title,
"data_provider": {
"id": 1}});
var requestOptions = {
method: 'POST',
headers: myHeaders,
body: raw,
redirect: 'follow'};
console.log("Raw", raw, price, dataLifetime, title)
console.log('Here we need to send the search request to the i3-MARKET backplane')
fetch("http://localhost:1337/searches", requestOptions)
.then(response => response.text())
.then(result => console.log("Results", result))
.catch(error => console.log('error', error));

3.1.5.8 Pilot Function: Offer
Figure 31 shows the implementation of the offer functionality.
Upon pressing save and send offer, the offer will be saved as part of the wellbeing pilot
backend database and will be transmitted to the i3-MARKET backplane.

Figure 31: Wellbeing Pilot Offer Implementation
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3.1.5.9 Pilot Function: List Offers, Searches, Customers, and Users
The list of offers shows the data source, the price of the offer and the offered lifetime in the
form of a table in the lower half of the figure. The list of searches (upper half of the figure
above) shows for which pilot and group monitoring solutions the additional data is searched
and what lifetime is requested. This is the implementation of Figure 22 and 24, only for the
initial demonstration phase, later on, more entries will be added on the basis of an agreement
between the potential users of the pilot framework.

Figure 32: Data-sources, Search, Offer List Implementations

3.1.5.10 Pilot Function: View Send Raw Data
This function is a mere handover to the purchaser of the data. The pilot implements a function
to inspect the metadata and the data before offering.
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3.1.5.11 Pilot Function: View Send Processed Data

Figure 33: View Processed Data
The code sequence below loads the data via the wellbeing pilot backend from the ActivAge
server.
getProviderProcessedData(provider) {
var jwtToken = JSON.parse(this.props.user)["jwt"];
var myHeaders = new Headers();
myHeaders.append("Authorization", "Bearer " + jwtToken);
var requestOptions = {
method: 'POST',
headers: myHeaders
};
console.log("Getting processed data...")
fetch("http://localhost:1337/data-providers/" + provider["identifier"] + "/processed-sensor-data", requestOptions)
.then(response => {
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if (response.status === 200) {
response.json().then(result => {
console.log(result)
var newdata = [];
var lcount = 0;
result['data'].forEach(data => {
console.log("newloop", data['timestamp'], data['Bed'], data['Toilet'], data['Presence'], data['Door']);
newdata.push ({"group": "Bed", "time": lcount, "temp": data['Bed']});
newdata.push ({"group": "Toilet", "time": lcount, "temp": Math.round(data['Toilet'] * 10) / 10});
newdata.push ({"group": "Presence", "time": lcount, "temp": Math.round(data['Presence'] * 10) / 10});
newdata.push ({"group": "Door", "time": lcount, "temp": Math.round(data['Door'] * 10) / 10});
newdata.push ({"group": "Chair", "time": lcount, "temp": Math.round(data['Chair'] * 10) / 10});
lcount = lcount + 1;
});
console.log('Data ingested ...')
this.setState({
showProcessedDataModal: true,
selectedProvider: provider,
selectedProviderProcessedData: result,
selectedProviderDataLength: 0,
data: newdata
})
})
}
else {
this.setState({
showNotification: true
},
() => setTimeout(() => this.setState({ showNotification: false }), 6000)
);
}
})
.catch(error => console.log('error', error));
}

3.1.6 New developments: Cloud Backend
For a full integration into the i3-MARKET the wellbeing pilot needs to be deployed onto a cloud
server. This test deployment is currently underway and started with the deployment of a cloudbased backend.
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Figure 35: Cloud Backend Communication
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3.1.7 Adaptations to i3-MARKET technologies
For this first release, all functions have been freshly developed for later releases when there
will be adaptions, i3-MARKET technologies, to support subsequent demonstrations.

3.2 Backend Functionalities used
Since i3-MARKET backplane functionalities, and in particular Authentication and User
registration, are complex and have not been available for testing with the wellbeing pilot
demonstrator, they have been omitted and replaced by the wellbeing pilot specific user
management. Still, a mock-up for triggering searches including transmission of metadata and
receiving and offer with metadata and contract information have been created.

Table 9: i3-MARKET building blocks validated in demonstrator
Building Block
Semantic Engine

Functionalities
Discover Data offerings
Register Data offerings
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4 Wellbeing Pilot Usage
4.1 How to access
The following paragraphs describe how the wellbeing pilot functions can be accessed and
used. The initial section focuses on the use of the ActivAgeServer APIs that need to query
metadata and later transfer data among the pilots.

4.1.1 ActivAgeServer APIs
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/returnMetadata0
{ "WellbeingPortal": "*", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "*” }
{ "Description": "The following Wellbeing Portals are available", "Portals": [ "ActivAge", "CAir",
"DeStress” ] }
{ "WellbeingPortal": ”ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "*” }
{ "Description": "The following Group Monitoring Solutions are available", "Portals": [ "Parma", "Lyon",
"Madrid” ] }
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma” }
{ "Description": "This dataset contains …..", "Location": "Parma", "Country": "Italy", "Time Zone":
"UTC+1",
"Expiration": "in 3 days", "Number of persons": "20", "Number of sensors": "5",
"Sensor locations": [ "Bed", "Toilet", "Presence", "Door", "Chair" ] }
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/returnMetadata
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp":
"1535759800", "End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/getSensorData
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp":
"1535759800", "End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
https://ActivAgeServer.eu-de.mybluemix.net/api/getProcessedData
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp":
"1535759800", "End_timestamp": "1535961800” }

4.2 How to use
Description of how the wellbeing pilot functionalities can the used (with screenshots). The
description is grouped into
1. Registration and Login,
2. Portal and Group Monitoring Solution, and
3. Search and Offer.
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4.2.1 Registration and Login
4.2.1.1 Wellbeing Pilot Frontend: Register User
To use the wellbeing pilot, users need to register themselves with the register functionality.
For the registration a valid firstname, lastname, e-mail and userId have to be entered. This will
then be transmitted to the Strapi backend. If the selector includes registration with i3-MARKET,
the backplane is activated, then a registration process with i3-MARKET will be triggered.
Admin users can only be defined via the Strapi console.

Figure 36: Wellbeing Pilot Registration

4.2.1.2 Wellbeing Pilot Frontend: Login
As usual, the first functionality needed is a login function. We are still missing a frontend driven
user registration. This function is currently covered with the Strapi backend.

Figure 37: Wellbeing Pilot Login Page
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The API endpoints are defined in Strapi which also provides user management with different layers of users as
required by privacy constraints around wellbeing data. The following categories are implemented:
http://localhost:1337/searches/
http://localhost:1337/offers/
http://localhost:1337/customers/
http://localhost:1337/users/
Get Metadata
URL: http://localhost:1337/data-providers/active-age/metadata
{}
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp": "1535759800",
"End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
http://localhost:1337/data-providers/active-age/sensor-data
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp": "1535759800",
"End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
http://localhost:1337/data-providers/active-age/processed-sensor-data
{ "WellbeingPortal": "ActivAge", "GroupMonitoringSolution": "Parma", "Token": "token",
"UserID": "60EE22C27013613E980", "SensorID": "BED43639ABDDEF", "Start_timestamp": "1535759800",
"End_timestamp": "1535961800” }
The React frontend defines the UI for login, wellbeing portal, group monitoring solution, offer creation, search
creation and search monitoring. There are functions

4.2.2 Portal and Group Monitoring Solutions
4.2.2.1 Pilot Function: Wellbeing Portal

Figure 38: Wellbeing Portal Implementation
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4.2.2.2 Pilot Function: Group Monitoring Solution
The architecture of the wellbeing pilot starts with a collection of portals. In each portal different
group monitoring solutions can provide data.

Figure 39: Group Monitoring Solution Implementation

4.2.2.3 Pilot Function: Metadata
Figure 40 shows an overview on the metadata that is used to identify data and is also needed
to define searches.

Figure 40: Wellbeing Pilot Show Metadata
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4.2.3 Search and Offer
4.2.3.1 Pilot Function: Search

Figure 41: Wellbeing Pilot Search Implementation
Search
postSearch(provider, price, dataLifetime, title) {
var myHeaders = new Headers();
myHeaders.append("Content-Type", "application/json");
myHeaders.append("Authorization",
"Bearer
eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJpZCI6MSwiaWF0IjoxNjE4MzAzMTkwLCJleHAiOjE2MjA4OTUxOT
B9.Y09zqaocZ6vm2IFBQTlWuCf4UGdn7idIuNB-cklOr04");
var raw = JSON.stringify({
"maxPrice": price,
"lifeTime": dataLifetime,
"timeFrom": new Date(),
"timeTo": new Date(),
"searchType": 1,
"searchTitle": title,
"data_provider": {
"id": 1}});
var requestOptions = {
method: 'POST',
headers: myHeaders,
body: raw,
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redirect: 'follow'};
console.log("Raw", raw, price, dataLifetime, title)
console.log('Here we need to send the search request to the i3-MARKET backplane')
fetch("http://localhost:1337/searches", requestOptions)
.then(response => response.text())
.then(result => console.log("Results", result))
.catch(error => console.log('error', error));

4.2.3.2 Pilot Function: Offer

Figure 42: Wellbeing Pilot Offer Implementation

4.2.3.3 Pilot Function: View Send Raw Data
This function is a mere handover to the purchaser of the data.
The pilot implements a function to inspect the metadata and the data before offering.
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5 Wellbeing Pilot KPIs
Evaluation, and Testing

Assessment,

Exchange of data among different providers is crucially important to enable wider use of
wellbeing data. Currently, solutions are limited to big data-gathering companies that dominate
markets and provide solutions with user lock-in. A second group of solutions are provided by
mid-size companies in forms of different silos where a sensor is deployed and results are
made available via a cloud based platform.
More powerful wellbeing solutions require multi-sensor data integration and integration of
more players including smaller players which are usually small and medium enterprises. This
integration urgently requires the i3-Market platform to exchange data while keeping the
business model intact. Currently, results can only be shared for free which does not allow
smaller players to survive. Alternatively, cost can be incurred through accounts provided by
the company to allow access to data but this approach is not standardized and cannot be
automated.
The primary assessment of the value of the wellbeing platform is based on the fact that (1)
data can be described via metadata and this metadata can be shared with a wide audience
that includes other wellbeing providers but also providers from neighbouring sectors like smart
home and smart city. (2) The data needs to be efficiently found using the search functionality
which includes a technical description on the format of the data. (3) A positive identification of
a dataset then triggers a final negotiation of conditions and creation of a contract. (4) With the
validated contract (blockchain) the data can then be exchanged directly between provider and
customer using encryption and access tokens.

5.1 Wellbeing Pilot KPIs Assessment
The assessment of the value of the data exchange functionality needs an integration into a
subsequent functionality that provides a larger value to the customer. Such a profitable
integration is now described in a few examples:
1) Home based sensors (ActivAge) are extended by inclusion of the results of a wearable.
This adds fall detection capability which is otherwise difficult to do with a room mounted sensor
even when this is very sophisticated. A wearable data-stream can improve the determination
of an activity of daily living (ADL) pattern further since it can also acquire data when the person
is outside of the apartment for reasons like doing the laundry, shopping, visiting friends,
physical exercise etc. What is also beneficial is to have redundant data since such duplicate
datasets can act as a safeguard when a sensor malfunctions. One of the biggest problems is
the triggering of a “medical” alert when a sensor malfunctions. With redundant sensors it is
much easier to pinpoint “technical” alerts and distinguish them from other alerts.
The information from the wearable is imported via the i3-Market platform
For other group monitoring solutions of the wellbeing pilot the following would be possible:
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2) Automotive and Manufacturing pilots can improve services based on data from the
wellbeing pilot
Stress monitoring data based on HRV could be exported to the automotive pilot or the
manufacturing pilot. For car safety and work safety knowing the stress level of the car or
engine driver could be beneficial. Car and manufacturing pilots do not acquire stress data but
could improve the quality of their services by importing stress or other person-related data.
3) Smart City or smart home data
Smart city data could be imported into wellbeing pilot to help improve the ADL determination
but also to help improve social interaction among different providers of ADL monitoring as well
as providers of services for the elderly (e.g. Pro Senectute).
It is clear, however, that data exchange will be most often implemented between providers
and customers in the same domain – i.e. different independent wellbeing providers and
customers. Here an almost unlimited number of examples is possible where missing sensor
information can be provided via the i3-Market platform to an interested customer that provides
a solution that needs this additional sensor information.
As part of the i3-Market proposal the following assessment topics have been defined: a) The
volume of offers from different provider industries will increase in 30%, b) the number of
suppliers and manufacturing providers will define a competing pricing model that will enable
make a re-distribution of cost to the market that will reflect a revenue of 20% to each
subscription in the marketplace, and c) The timeliness and cost-efficiency of the manufacturing
process improved by at least 10%. In the following we will provide a response to the figures
defined as key performance indicators of platforms serving data markets in the wellbeing
sector:
a) The volume of offers from different provider industries will increase in 30%
With the currently available sensor technologies a lot of reaction based businesses can be
converted to subscription based businesses which includes healthcare and elderly care. We
assume that sensor enabled businesses conquer a growing fraction of the reactive businesses
with a rate of a few % per year. Since reactive healthcare markets and elderly care markets
are huge with volumes of (12 trillion and 1.7 trillion USD) even minute transitions from the
established reactive scheme to the proposed subscription schemes, even below 1% per year
will offer huge growth rates to the currently small fields.
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190625005862/en/The-11.9-Trillion-GlobalHealthcare-Market-Key-Opportunities-Strategies-2014-2022---ResearchAndMarkets.com
As an another publicly available example the healthcare business intelligence market will grow
with a CAGR of 17.4% to a size of 15 billion in 2026. IBM can conquer a part of this market.
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-healthcare-business-intelligence-market2020-to-2026---opportunity-analysis-for-new-entrants-301132619.html
The ability to exchange data among different SME providers will create a market that is almost
non-existing today. While solutions are available from market dominating providers these
solutions cannot claim that they come into existence through data exchange and thus cannot
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be used as a baseline. In the same fashion are the internal datasets that are made available
between different business units of IBM. These datasets are exchanged in an already trusted
and fenced environment and cannot be considered as a baseline either.
Baselines are difficult to calculate since the wellbeing field is highly diverse with many
compartmentalized business fields like elderly monitoring, wellbeing monitoring, work safety
monitoring solutions.
What remains as a baseline is the total volume of elderly monitoring, wellbeing monitoring,
work safety monitoring solutions. But this baseline cannot directly be used as a reference for
the growth figures listed as part of the KPIs. There is a conversion needed that respects the
different environments.
b) the number of suppliers and manufacturing providers will define a competing pricing model
that will enable make a re-distribution of cost to the market that will reflect a revenue of 20%
to each subscription in the marketplace
A marketplace will enable competition which does not exist today because solutions are now
provided by big players that have created a business model where they profit from the value
of data and cross subsidize the acquisition of sensor information. Small and medium
businesses cannot provide cost efficient services as of now since they operate in silos and
have to build from scratch every new solution.
A marketplace enables the re-use of such sensor information with minimal additional
investment and can thus provide a revenue growth of more than 20% for a business that has
not been profitable today.
c) The timeliness and cost-efficiency of the manufacturing process improved by at least 10%
This KPI has to be interpreted as the cost-efficiency of the services provided by elderly care
and other wellbeing services. The majority of cost incurred in these areas is for workforce and
a lot of time is spent to monitor the ADL status of the customers with a regular dense frequency
to not miss status changes. With sensors deployed these status changes become obvious
with a very short time lag of one day for a simple home-based installation down to five minutes
for a wearable based fall detection scheme. Of course shorter lag time are possible but at an
exponentially larger cost for internet based systems. With these systems available, the human
visit-based monitoring frequency can be diluted at constant or even improving service quality
at least by a factor of 2. This dilution also is reflected with a cost reduction by 10-30% which
well matches with the cost efficiency KPI statement. Since monitoring tasks are eliminated the
service can be focused on high quality personal interactions and potentially a few emergency
response services which are both recognized as high value high quality services.

5.2 Wellbeing Pilot Evaluation
The usefulness of the data exchange platform is evaluated on how much of these services
can be implemented among a multitude of wellbeing pilots interacting via the i3-Market
backplane. Data exchange among different wellbeing pilots is most beneficial since these
pilots all deal with similar types of data. This aspect thus receives the highest weight.
To experimentally evaluate this functionality more than one wellbeing pilot has to be emulated
such that data exchange among them can be implemented. Each of these emulated pilots will
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assume having a different subset of sensor information. By virtue of their connection to the i3Market backplane a seamless exchange of matching data that nicely fits into the respective
services is provided. By combining/exchanging different subsets much better services are
provide for all of the partners on the backplane.
The overall volume for such data exchange enabled businesses is estimated from the total
volume of sensor enabled businesses and assuming a doubling based on the existence of a
data exchange service. Additionally, opportunities for the use of data from different types of
pilots have to be included into the evaluation. As mentioned these opportunities have been
listed in paragraph 6.1.
Of course data can also be exchanged outside of specific areas in which pilots have been
defined. Since in i3-Market single pilots have been implemented each in a different industrial
environment we need to define cross consumption of datasets among them to be able to
demonstrate the functionality and usefulness of the i3-market backplane. Cases 2 and 3 in 6.1
are such cases of cross consumption.

5.3 Wellbeing Pilot Application Testing
For a successful implementation of the complex functionality of a pilot with its interaction with
many functions of the i3-Market backplane a well-designed layered or hierarchical testing
strategy is needed. This layered testing starts with component tests – which are followed by
integration tests. Later more complex subsets are tested as part of a system level test and
final the whole functionality is tested in a pilot test. The current status of testing included
component tests and – to a limited degree integration tests. There were no system level test
performed so that first attempts of pilot testing only provided intermittent, unreliable
functionality which allowed some demonstrations but not yet an application level functionality.
For a further progress in pilot implementation protocols for system level test and pilots testing
will have to be developed and much more effort has to be invested into testing. More
information on testing will be available in later versions of this document.

5.4 Wellbeing Pilot Validation Plan
The wellbeing marketplace is a platform for the secure exchange of data with the objective to
provide services to data-owners in the area of elderly care, worker safety, chronic disease
coaching, sports, and finally future healthcare. Remote monitoring concept have seen a huge
surge as a consequence of the Covid pandemic.
The reasons for this were manyfold but mainly triggered by the risk associated with a visit of
a patient at the doctor or a visit of a care-giver in an elderly apartment. While remote concepts
showed single digit percent market penetrations before the pandemic they suddenly jumped
to two digit percent market penetration. If virtual doctor visit are included percentages were far
beyond 50%. Having seen the benefits during the pandemic it is expected that the growth of
such applications will continue after the pandemic.
On the downside were the introduction of ethics privacy rules (e.g. GDPR) which severely
hamper some of these remote monitoring efforts. But the highly visible benefits of these
solutions during the pandemic will certainly help to quickly spread these solutions after a lag
phase induced by the legal burdens. For this reason, the approaches that had to be selected
for the development of the wellbeing marketplace are clear:
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The exchange is limited to simulated data and the accuracy of the generation of simulated
data is tuned to the constraints. Starting from the use of completely artificial data, the data
quality or replication accuracy will be gradually improved until a state is reached that
resembles to a digital twin but does not reach (pseudo) anonymization. The objective is to
allow testing of the use of privacy constrained data without running the risk of violating privacy
constraints and without facing the upfront burden of ethical and legal approvals. This allows
to develop and test the tools so that platforms are ready by the time such exchanges are
ethically and legally accepted.
The wellbeing marketplace will be the first marketplace of IBM for monetization of data with
external companies. In connection with the i3-MARKET network it will provide access to an
ecosystem of European marketplaces. Using those new opportunities, new business models
will arise. It will also be possible to use other data spaces within IBM to connect with i3MARKET. The main goal for this first release is to evaluate how available data from ActivAge
can be converted to simulated data and the ActivAge server can be integrated into the i3MARKET. Registration of offerings and searching for data will be in focus, because those are
basic functionalities. Without them the marketplace would not be useful. The ActivAge server
allows the interaction with the Wellbeing Pilot backend and frontend and will be able to sell or
provide data to buyers that get the credentials via the i3-Market backplane.
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6 Conclusion / Future Work
This Wellbeing Pilot interface will also enable data exchange within among different providers
of data within IBM, using the i3-MARKET infrastructure rather than designing local interfaces.
Different departments within IBM have shown interest in the concepts of i3-MARKET and will
evaluate suitability for their specific businesses. A major hurdle to overcome is to find data
owners willing to share their data with others. Wellbeing data is private and potentially
sensitive. The willingness of sharing this data of data is low. The goal will be to create sufficient
incentives to convince the data owners that they can profit from sharing data.
The main goals for this first release were to perform basic operations such as user
management and metadata sharing and start to further improve the services provided by the
involved marketplace. The focus of the first release of the Wellbeing Pilot was to demonstrate
an end-to-end functional system that allows the development on user interaction and user
friendliness. Due to the lack of direct interaction with backplane functions, a basic level of
replacement functionality was implemented in the Strapi backend for user and customer
management. With the current implementation of the backend, the Wellbeing Pilot is
autonomous and can be functional even in cases of intermittent communication to the i3Market backplane. While the objective is to have a frontend for the i3-Market functionality,
based on the experiences made creating this first release of the Wellbeing Pilot, later releases
will benefit and can be improved faster.
For a deployment beyond the current testing implementation, the Wellbeing Pilot backend and
frontend are ported to a cloud server. The focus of efforts for the next releases is to implement
communication to the i3-Market backplane functions which requires an extension of the
Wellbeing GUIs. The next release of this pilot will aim to completely integrate with the i3market backplane, as well as finalising the development of the specified tools.
The focus of the first release of the wellbeing pilot is to demonstrate an end-to-end functional
system that allows the development on user interaction and user friendliness.
The current implementation of the backend, the wellbeing pilot is autonomous and can be
functional even in cases of intermittent communication to the i3-MARKET backplane. While
the objective is to have a frontend for the i3-MARKET functionality, we believe that based on
the experiences we made with this first release of the wellbeing pilot, later releases will benefit
and can be improved faster.
Continue work will be done towards establish more direct interaction with backplane functions
and increase benefits and functionalities, we have implemented a basic level of replacement
functionality for user and customer management.
The focus of our efforts for the next releases is also to implement communication to the i3MARKET backplane functions which requires an extension of the AHA & Wellbeing GUIs. For
a deployment beyond our current testing implementation, the wellbeing pilot backend and
frontend are ported to a cloud server.
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and resources, human interface guidelines, and a vibrant community of contributors.
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